Greetings,
Good business is all about connections. The World has become high-tech and we are all “Wireless and
Mobile”. The ability to communicate or share information effectively is more important than ever. The
digital age has brought fantastic innovations. Goods and services can be ordered with the click of a
mouse or a tap on your phone. More and more people are conducting business online rather than face
to face. Today when you call most companies you talk to a machine, or at best, a call center in a far
away land. Have you ever wondered what happened to good old fashioned personal service? Well rest
assured, it still exists at Videomax Productions. That’s because Videomax is made up of talented people
who understand good customer service. Personal relationships and attention to detail has set Videomax
apart from the crowd.
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself and my company. I have been involved in video
production since I was 17 years old. I grew up with video technology and evolved with it. In addition to
operating Videomax, I personally enjoy a parallel career working in the professional broadcast industry.
Currently, I work at FOX4 News KDFW-TV Dallas. That would be channel-4 on your dial in the DFW
Metroplex. I started my career at Eyewitness News KABC-TV in Los Angeles. I worked there for
approximately 10 years. Among my many achievements, is an Emmy Award for my camera work at ABC.
I then worked my way up to the NBC Television Network. There, I spent 5 years creating daily episodes
of the “Access Hollywood” TV Show and bringing it to viewers all across the United States and the
World. I guess you could say that during my combined experiences, I have learned a few things about
video production. It is based on that practical experience that Videomax Productions continues to
achieve and evolve.
To date, Videomax has produced literally thousands of hours of content for broadcast, corporate,
government and web clients. Our business ethic and dedication enable us to offer high quality products
and services at reasonable prices. Our staff is made up of seasoned professionals. I am confident that in
reviewing our experience, you will find that we could meet your needs both now and into the future. I
invite you to view our web site at www.videomax.net to learn more about Videomax and see samples of
our work product. Should you have questions about me or Videomax, please feel free to call. I promise
that when you call our company, you will be able to speak directly to a helpful and courteous human
being. If for some reason you must leave us a message, someone will call you back in a timely manner.
Thank you for your interest in Videomax Productions and we look forward to earning your business.
Best regards,
Michael Kamm
President & CEO
Videomax Productions Inc
mkamm@videomax.net
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